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Ready To Go 

If U Know, U Know 

Be prepared - Any moment now 

https://t.me/officlaltruthsocial 

 

Time To ShQck The World!!! 

Are You Ready for the Biggest Comeback Yet?!? 

 

Code Red 

BIG Announcement 

Wed. 27 July 2022 

This Is It. The Hour Is Upon Us 

The Storm Is Coming 

They Are Not Prepared 

I Am Back 

 

The Government is the Virus 

The Media is How it Spreads 

People’s Behavior is the Pandemic 

Common Sense is the Cure 

 

“Where Love is, God is Also” 

https://t.me/officlaltruthsocial


July 24, 2022- #4845 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

Judy Note: Something was about to happen: At 12:58 am on Sun. 24 July a formal string of 

what looked like a hundred motorcycle police with lights blazing in the night oversaw ―45 

departing Tampa Florida on Air Force One.‖ 

A. Pending Events: 

Events in the Works: Biden evoking Martial Law, China, Taiwan, India, Pakistan, Iran, Middle 

East, Africa and Europe threatening Nuclear War, a pending Stock Market crash, 1,000 Lawyers 

and 10,000 Medical Experts trying World Leaders for Crimes Against Humanity in Nuremberg 

Trial II, Dr. Naomi Wolf  stating that the NIH found polyethylene glycol in vaccinated women's 

breast milk and the U.S. military finding the drug scopolamine (known to deprive a person of 

free will) in Covid-19 vaccines for children.    

 An Earth-shattering Event such as a Solar Flare Power Grid Shutdown, Resignation of 

Biden, Nuclear Threat, or Declaration of War would trigger a Military takeover of Cabal-

led governments across the globe. 

 Biden to Evoke Emergency Power over Climate Change Issues: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ro3nfOKXWY 

 The Event is coming in a Nuclear Standoff - all major countries will go into Military 

Activation and Positioning with a ripple effect worldwide. Belarus has voted to go 

Nuclear. Putin has put Nuclear Forces on High Alert. Major countries will Arm up (the 

truth is Nuclear missiles are already positioned and ready in China, Taiwan, India, 

Pakistan, Iran (already has Nukes), Middle East, Africa, Europe). 

 A Great Crash is coming with the collapse of markets. Millions of people are already 

pulling their money from the stock markets around the world. The sanctions created a 

ripple through banking systems and world corporations systems that move food, goods, 

supplies, money markets between Russia, China, U.S., EU, Canada, South America. The 

crash is ongoing. MSM isn't fully reporting. People are going to be blinded sided by the 

Cyber Attacks of the Century that is going to blackout the world supply chains.  

 Tainted Breast Milk: Vaccinated Mothers Are Lactating a Petroleum Product Straight to 

the Baby. Dr. Naomi Wolf: "They [the NIH] found polyethylene glycol in trace amounts 

in vaccinated women's breast milk. They decided it was negligible. How much of a 

petroleum product is negligible when you're a tiny newborn with no immunities, and this 

is your only food? And the study acknowledged that the vaccinated mothers' babies are 

having agitation and sleeplessness and gastrointestinal issues." 

https://t.me/JFKAwakenlngQ17 

 The U.S. military has found the drug scopolamine in Covid-19 vaccines destined to 

reach the arms of children, sources in Gen. David H. Berger’s office told Real Raw 

News. Scopolamine is known by several names, most notably hyoscine, burandanga, 

―Devil’s Breath,‖ and ―the Zombie Drug.‖ Derived from nightshade plants, it gained 

https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/july-24-2022-4845-music-and-the-spoken-word.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ro3nfOKXWY
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notoriety in Columbia where the criminal element uses it to drug naïve, careless tourists. 

On the internet stories abound of bar-hopping tourists chatting up local ladies, passing 

out, and waking up 3 days later—only to find they were robbed, and their bank accounts 

drained. Some never regain consciousness. The drug, soluble, odorless, and tasteless, is 

said to deprive a person of free-will—zombify them. So potent is the effect that 

scopolamine victims have aided their attackers before falling unconscious. They willingly 

surrender their wallets, credit cards and pin codes, and have even helped assailants empty 

their apartments or hotel rooms of valuable items. 

B. Global Currency Reset Update: 

 Early Friday morning EST 22 July the Chinese Elders signed documents at the US 

Treasury that released the RV. 

 Sat. 23 July MarkZ: ―Iraq is on lockdown. Nobody was allowed to leave country. They 

did that right before Kuwait RV’d. 

 Holly has contact with some people on the inside who absolutely confirm to her that this 

New Financial System with Quantum everything definitely exists and that the Quantum 

Financial System (QFS) has already replaced the old system but has not been publicly 

announced yet. Further that all new currencies will be asset based or backed by precious 

metals and the various currencies from all the countries of the world will have the same 

value. Truly an amazing new world coming for all us – with visible signs of these 

miraculous changes happening perhaps, this year of 2022 is done!! 

https://rumble.com/v1d413x-interview-with-holly-celiano-new-financial-system-parti-

july-2022.html 

 Shadow Super Intel Report July 22, 2022: Gitmo was filling up again with arrested 

Cabal foot soldiers. For the most part these are Elite Bankers who have been frantically 

trying to stop the RV. The Quantum Financial System is now ready to be put online and 

the Alliance was frantically printing dollars in preparation for Zim and Dinar exchanges. 

Investors are advised to have their Humanitarian Projects at the ready as this can all 

happen very fast. Operation Disclosure Official 

 Bond Holders and Tier4B to go simultaneously together. 

 Zim Bonds will be redeemed to fund projects for Humanitarian purposes. The Iraqi and 

Iranian Dinars, Vietnamese Dong and India Rupiah were among other currencies in the 

First Basket. 

C. Restored Republic Update: 

 An Earth-shattering Event invoking "Great Reveal Mass Military Action‖ was 

expected to occur sometime before the end of the month.  

 That Military Action would likely invoke worldwide Martial Law, along with launch 

of the Emergency Broadcast System and a ten day lockdown of the world economy while 

https://rumble.com/v1d413x-interview-with-holly-celiano-new-financial-system-parti-july-2022.html
https://rumble.com/v1d413x-interview-with-holly-celiano-new-financial-system-parti-july-2022.html
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/23/shadow-super-intel-report-july-22-2022/


eight hour documentary broadcast played 24/7 to inform the general public of reasons for 

worldwide Mass Arrests. 

 The purpose of Martial Law: to maintain order until valid elections could be held in 

each country based on the basic Human Rights to Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of 

Happiness. 

 It was highly recommended that households store a three week supply of food, fuel, 

essential items and cash in case of ATM, or Bank failure. 

D. Recent History: 

 On 3 Nov. 2020 the US Presidential Election was won by President Donald Trump in all 

50 states.  The Deep State tried to rig it, but official ballots were electronically 

watermarked and counted by the US Military. 

 On January 20, 2021, at 12:00 a.m., the United States was taken over by a military 

government led by Military Secretary General Christopher Miller and the Commander in 

Chief, the duly elected President Donald Trump. 

 We were watching a movie to expose the Illuminati Cabal – a movie scripted by the 

White Hats: Head of the US Provisional Military Government, General Christopher 

Miller, recently announced that Biden has been dead for three years. Ever since, a fake 

Biden, played by three different actors, was destroying America. His latest was his intent 

to sign HR Amendment 4350 that gave him dictatorial powers under Martial Law. 

E. 2020 Election Fraud: 

 Wisconsin to Decertify Biden 2020 Election Victory: https://www.msn.com/en-

us/news/politics/decertify-biden-s-2020-victory-says-wisconsin-assembly-election-

committee-leader/ar-AAZUBPW 

F. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring:  

 Christina Aguilera & Demi Lovato put out a song about children being abducted & 

taken underground as prisoner, Adrenochrome harvesting / stealing youth to prevent 

aging - MK Ultra - Slave to the masters of the industries. At the end, they escape the 

underground facility. 

 Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell were not simply perverted sex traffickers; they 

were agents of the Israeli state and were running a sophisticated, well-funded and 

extremely far-reaching honey pot operation. @ExposeThePEDOSendOfTheCABAL 

 Hyundai Used Child Labor in Alabama Factory:  

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11039513/Hyundai-subsidiary-used-child-

labor-Alabama-factory.html 

 Update on Madyson Marquette Child Sex Trafficking: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/GifZVh53y45o/ 
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 Sun. 24 July DUMB and Underground Tunnel earthquakes and cleanouts continued 

in France, Croatia, Bosnia, Herzegovina and Slovenia. 

G. John Durham Report: 

 You don't know about the ridiculous amount of money the elite spend on deep 

underground bases. 

 It's all a show, and we have front row seats. 

H. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Shortages: 

 Germany: People come to St. Jacobi Church in central Berlin to eat for free. The 

consequences of the anti-Russian sanctions have hit Germans hard. The people who do 

not have enough money for food no longer include only low-income German citizens, but 

also middle-class families and many young people. They have been waiting in line since 

7 a.m. to receive a free food parcel at 2 p.m. Tafel aid stations are located all over 

Germany. They live on private donations and the help of volunteers. This Tafel feeds 

about 140 families. Refugees from Ukraine - almost a third of the total - have become an 

additional burden. The standard food package includes watermelons, pineapples, 

cucumbers, tomatoes, bread and sometimes dairy products. Germans are embarrassed to 

go to food banks now, but under current circumstances, the country's authorities offer 

them no other solution. Excessive inflation, rising food prices and, above all, the fear of 

freezing next winter without cheap Russian gas - this is the future of every German. 

 US Consumer Crashes: https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/state-us-

consumer-att-crashes-americans-cant-afford-pay-their-phone-bills 

I. Worldwide Demonstrations, Protests 

 Netherlands: Torontonians chant ―No farmers, no food!‖ in front of the Netherlands 

consulate in solidarity with Dutch farmers. 

https://twitter.com/tpostmillennial/status/1550952061302358021 

 Barcelona Spain demonstration in support of Dutch farmers. 

 Australia: more protests 

 Malaysia - Kuala Lumpur [Jul 23, 2022] Demonstration against the government, Rising 

Food prices & costs of living. 

J. Covid/ Monkey Pox/ Vax Hoax: 

 Biggest Fraud in Medical History: A Review by Prof Michel Chossudovsky, Global 

Research, August 10, 2021 While the alleged virus was initially defined as the 2019 

novel Corona virus (2019-nCoV) in January 2020, the World Health Organization 

(WHO) did not have in its possession details regarding the isolation/purification and 
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identity of 2019-nCoV. https://www.globalresearch.ca/does-the-virus-exist-the-sars-cov-

2-has-not-been-isolated-biggest-fraud-in-medical-history/5752066 

 On May 11, 1987 the London Times headline reported worldwide that the W.H.O. 

gave 50 Million Smallpox Vaccines laced with Aids to Africans. You can’t imagine the 

evil that lives among us. 

 Illuminati Depopulation Agenda: "500,000 Americans Have Died after the 

Vaccination" said Dr. Russell Blaylock: "Why would you tell people to take a vaccine 

that so far has killed hundreds of thousands of people just in this country? In the past, if a 

vaccine killed 50 people, they would pull the vaccine. That'd be the end of it. This has 

killed hundreds of thousands of people, and they keep promoting it. They keep calling it 

safe; they keep calling it effective." 

 1,000 Lawyers, 10,000 Medical Experts Nuremberg II Trial World Leaders for 

Crimes Against Humanity: https://www.eutimes.net/2021/05/team-of-1000-lawyers-

and-10000-medical-experts-start-nuremberg-2-trial-against-world-leaders-for-crimes-

against-humanity/ 

 Covid is Fake: https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/dr-derek-

knauss-covid-is-fake-sick-actually-have-influenza-a-and-b 

 33 Dead Vaxxed Cluster: https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/07/wayne-root-33-

dead-sick-friends-since-wedding-8-months-ago-33-vaxxed-vaccine-death-disease-cluster/ 

 While Italians prepare for their fourth Covid “vaccine” injections, the count of 

sudden deaths continues to rise inexorably. More jabs, more sudden deaths. These people 

are really stupid. https://rairfoundation.com/sudden-and-unexpected-at-least-11-

vacationers-drop-dead-on-italian-beaches-in-24-hours/ 

 Tainted Breast Milk: Vaccinated Mothers Are Lactating a Petroleum Product Straight to 

the Baby. Dr. Naomi Wolf: "They [the NIH] found polyethylene glycol in trace amounts 

in vaccinated women's breast milk. They decided it was negligible. How much of a 

petroleum product is negligible when you're a tiny newborn with no immunities, and this 

is your only food? And the study acknowledged that the vaccinated mothers' babies are 

having agitation and sleeplessness and gastrointestinal issues." 

https://t.me/JFKAwakenlngQ17 

 The U.S. military has found the drug scopolamine in Covid-19 vaccines destined to 

reach the arms of children, sources in Gen. David H. Berger’s office told Real Raw 

News. Scopolamine is known by several names, most notably hyoscine, burandanga, 

―Devil’s Breath,‖ and ―the Zombie Drug.‖ Derived from nightshade plants, it gained 

notoriety in Columbia where the criminal element uses it to drug naïve, careless tourists. 

On the internet stories abound of bar-hopping tourists chatting up local ladies, passing 

out, and waking up 3 days later—only to find they were robbed, and their bank accounts 

drained. Some never regain consciousness. The drug, soluble, odorless, and tasteless, is 

said to deprive a person of free-will—zombify them. So potent is the effect that 

scopolamine victims have aided their attackers before falling unconscious. They willingly 
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surrender their wallets, credit cards and pin codes, and have even helped assailants empty 

their apartments or hotel rooms of valuable items. 

K. The Real News for Sun. 24 July 2022: 

 Japan raises alert for the Sakurajima Strato Volcano to level 5 on a 5-point scale for the 

first time following a previous eruption. Evacuations ordered. 

 CIA "Threat List": names eight million Americans who will be arrested or executed if 

the Law of War is imposed: https://amg-news.com/archives/10074 

 CIA Mind Control program: CIA MKULTRA / Mind Control Collection - The Black 

Vault Judy Note: The CIA claimed that their MKULTRA Mind Control program was 

only done on adults and was dissolved in 1953. Forty two years later in 1995, 

Congressional hearings were held where Satanic Ritual Abuse Survivors testified that 

throughout childhood they, among many other children, were raped, tortured and made to 

participate in the murder of other children under CIA Mind Control – and it happened 

much later than 1953. There was a lot of proof that CIA Mind Control based on Satanic 

worship whereby children were tortured and murdered, was still functioning today. 

 China Placed Huawei Equipment Atop Cell Towers ON PURCHASED FARMLAND 

NEAR U.S. MILITARY BASES – Capable of Disrupting and Capturing Signals. 

 Hoover Dam-The London Bridge is located below the Hoover Dam on the Colorado 

River. Watch the Water. The New London Bridge now crosses Lake Havasu behind 

Parker Dam, 155 miles (250 km) south of Hoover Dam on the Colorado River. New 

London Bridge in Lake Havasu, Arizona. The historic bridge was moved from England 

and rebuilt with original stones in the United States between 1968 and 1971. 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Old-London-

Bridge#:~:text=The%20New%20London%20Bridge%20now,Dam%20on%20the%20Co

lorado%20River.&text=New%20London%20Bridge%20in%20Lake,States%20between

%201968%20and%201971 

 Matt Gaetz just taunted Hunter & the Big Guy by pulling a copy of the laptop out of 

his pocket while speaking at Turning Point: ―I asked the FBI where your laptop was and 

it seems they’ve misplaced it. How weird! But it just turns out that I have a copy right 

here. I entered it in the Congressional record! We have your texts. We have your emails. 

We have the payments from Burisma. We have your travel records. We even know the 

Chinese communists who own you.‖ 

 Ilhan Omar's husband's business E Street Group LLC was paid over $635k in PPP 

loans along with over $500k in Economic Injury Disaster loans. Omar's campaign paid 

her husband's consultancy firm over $2.8 million as well. Tax payers funded her 

campaign and now funding her marriage 

L. White Hat Intel: 

https://amg-news.com/archives/10074
https://www.theblackvault.com/documentarchive/cia-mkultra-collection/
https://www.theblackvault.com/documentarchive/cia-mkultra-collection/
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 Q Intel: Underground Military Bases, Tunnels, Area 51 Nevada ada California, Canada: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/gyNt4d0XDsnT/ 

 The war between Dark and Light is the war between Satan and God, between the 

reptilian bloodline of Satan and the human bloodline of Jesus. 

 Israel is last because while Covid exposed the corruption in our health care and political 

systems, Israel will expose the root of all corruption and evil in our religion systems. 

 The revelation of the hijacking of scripture by Satan centuries ago. The light on this 

planet was dimmed by the false light of darkness. The snake entered the Garden of Eden 

and went undercover in the snake pit. The head of the snake was the Vatican, the body of 

the snake formed the Silk Road leading to Wuhan where it spread out it’s venom – hiding 

in the Snake pit in Israel, where Satanism hijacked parts of scripture and became the false 

light that fooled humanity in evil frequencies of fear, shame and guilt. Separated from 

God and the Love we all are. Separated in religions, race, politics creating dark for 

centuries. Separated by a small group who benefited from the controlling of the energies 

and the people. This small group the Satanic Elite, the Illuminati, the Cabal. 

 All the ROYAL families of Europe and the Baltic and Russian countries claim their 

ancestor as WOTAN or ODIN. WOTAN or ODIN was a PENDRAGON - SERPENT - 

SNAKE – REPTILIAN. 13 ROYAL families are REPTILIAN hybrids who are shape-

shifters posing as HUMANS. 

 Serpent symbolism is all over the Catholic religion. In St. Peter's Basilica in the 

Vatican the Pope literally sits in the mouth of a serpent as the tongue and preaches 

deception. 

 The Druze bloodline of Jesus are the descendants of ―Jethro,‖ the Priest of Midian in 

The Bible & ―Torah‖  (Exodus 2:18). 

 The 16th President of the United States of America “Abraham Lincoln” descended 

from The Kahlooni family. 

 In 1855 ISIS was formed by Kings of Morocco & Libya [HASSAN Family] together 

with the Royal British family. They signed in the Mohameddi Law which was to Kill The 

Bloodlines of Jesus Christ [DRUZE] 

 Six years later they merged with Skull n Bones: Rothschilds, Schiff, Rockefellers, 

Scherff aka Bush, Kissingers, etc. Skull n Bones_ISIS Assassinated JFK. 

 1855 - ISIS Formed by Sanussi Family linked too UK Royals (Khazarians) 

 1861 - Merged with 322 Skull n Bones(Khazarians) 

 1870 - 1930 BIG PHARMA (Khazarian) 

 1871 Act of England(Secret Constitution placed by Secret Societies) Khazarians  

 1912 Titanic/Olympic Sinking (Who was onboard, what really happened) 

 1913 Federal Reserve 

 1917 - 1923 Bolshevic Revolution 

 1945 - 1959 Operation Paperclip/Mockingbird. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/gyNt4d0XDsnT/


 1948 - Israel Formed (Khazarian/Bolshevic Govt) 

 1949 - Mossad = CIA Formed 

 Whistleblower General Flynn exposed the Gulen Terrorist Network: 

 Flynn discovered that the Obama Administration was creating funding and arming of 

Jihadist who later waved the flag of ISIS 

 These Jihadist actions were taking place in Gaza. 

 Obama, with the help of CIA, NATO and his Jihadist cronies, were seeking to top 

Assad in Syria. 

 These treasonous administrations created funding of ISIS a.o. 

 The US/Jihadist morphed into the Arab Spring, destabilized the middle east and 

created the orchestrated migration crises. 

 Hillary took part in the launching of the Arab Spring as secretary of state under the 

Obama administration. 

 Flynn blew the whistle on the involvement in the Golan terrorist Network of the 

Obama administration and by default of HW Bush, G Bush, Clinton, the state 

department, FBI, CIA and the DOG. 

 Now circle back to Israel today. Do not be fooled – those buildings fully collapsing in 

the Gaza Strip being hit from one missile are controlled demolitions. Deep State 

operators inside both Israel and Palestine camps have been infiltrated long ago. Israeli 

handlers are in fact Mossad, UK M16, Rothschilds, CIA. 

 Dominion servers have a lot to hide from human trafficking to Epstein creation to the 

Vatican Bank. 

 The Mossad Kazarian Mafia was controlling Ukraine. 

 Connections from the Snake Pit of corruption by Israeli Elites run deep into United 

States MSM-CIA control. 

 Ben Fulford: The second American Revolution will be a World Revolution: The 

second American Revolution is underway, but this time it will affect the whole world, not 

just the United States. At the global level, the ―rules-based world order‖ (we rule, you 

obey) is negotiating surrender to the global freedom alliance, numerous sources agree.  

 Khazarian Mafia actor Vladimir Zelensky to exclude Russia from the UN Security 

Council. This was Russia’s response: ―Russia’s exclusion from the UN Security Council 

(UNSC) is possible only if the entire organization is dissolved and recreated,‖ said 

Dmitry Polyansky, Russia’s first deputy permanent representative to the UN 

 Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov will lay out the arguments for a complete 

restructuring of the UN and so on. ―The fact is that developing countries are 

catastrophically underrepresented,‖ Lavrov said. 

 The movement to replace and renew the UN, World Bank, BIS, IMF, etc. controlled 

by the Khazarian Mafia is supported by an international boycott of the G7 group of 

countries controlled by the XM. Now the G7 controls only 31% of global GDP and 11% 



of the world’s population. And this means that they will lose the hybrid war that is 

currently being waged against them. 

  Saudi Arabia, Argentina and Indonesia have applied to join the BRICS (Brazil, 

Russia, India, China and South Africa) to publicly oppose the G7 bloc. 

 This will be supported by an energy and economic boycott, which in a few months 

will almost completely stop the economy of the G7 countries. Europe is already cut off 

from Russian gas. Oil and gas supplies from Libya and Algeria have also been stopped. 

This happened at a time when half of the French nuclear power plants were shut down 

due to ―mysterious problems.‖ Sources in the Middle East in the Green Dragon Society 

say that the next step will be to stop the production of Middle Eastern oil. 

 The United States is also cut off from international oil markets and will use up its 

strategic oil reserves by the end of the year. Sources promise that the beggarly mission of 

fake President Joe Biden to the Middle East at the end of this month will not help. 

 Now Japan is the next target after Deputy Prime Minister Fumio Kishida publicly 

announced his submission to the HMM. Russia has started nationalizing the Sakhalin-2 

gas project, which provides 10% of Japan’s gas needs. This gas will be turned off soon. 

 Then interruptions in oil supplies from the Middle East this Fall will stop the 

Japanese economy, as well as the economies of other G7 colonies. 

 That’s why the G7 will have no choice but to try to strike a peace deal with the rest of 

the world at the G20 meeting in Indonesia this week. 

 In preparation for this, the avatar of Russian President Vladimir Putin went to 

Indonesia last week to meet with Indonesian President Joko Widodo (Jokowi). Sources in 

Indonesia say that Putin has offered Indonesia to help build a new capital in Borneo. 

Moreover, the Russians promised that it would also be the capital of a new region of East 

Asia and Oceania, sources say. The EAO will become one of the seven regions that will 

replace the current UN Security Council, which is dominated by the G7. 

 This measure to create a new capital for a new regional grouping is something that 

pops up at the G20 summit. They will discuss a complete restructuring of the post-war 

Bretton Woods system, according to sources in MI6.This needs to be reworked as soon as 

possible as the old system is collapsing. 

M. Scopolamine found in Child Vaccines by Michael Baxter 

The U.S. military has found the drug scopolamine in Covid-19 vaccines destined to reach the 

arms of children, sources in Gen. David H. Berger’s office told Real Raw News. 

Scopolamine is known by several names, most notably hyoscine, burandanga, ―Devil’s Breath,‖ 

and ―the Zombie Drug.‖ Derived from nightshade plants, it gained notoriety in Columbia where 

the criminal element uses it to drug naïve, careless tourists. On the internet stories abound of bar-

hopping tourists chatting up local ladies, passing out, and waking up 3 days later—only to find 

they were robbed, and their bank accounts drained. Some never regain consciousness. 

https://substack.com/redirect/e1758410-f7cc-46de-8406-d6f26de21f0c?u=95182285


The drug, soluble, odorless, and tasteless, is said to deprive a person of free-will—zombify them. 

So potent is the effect that scopolamine victims have aided their attackers before falling 

unconscious. They willingly surrender their wallets, credit cards and pin codes, and have even 

helped assailants empty their apartments or hotel rooms of valuable items. 

The drug’s potency didn’t escape the attention of American intelligence agencies: the CIA 

reportedly adds scopolamine to various ―truth serum‖ formulations. 

It’s incomprehensibly frightening to believe pharmaceutical manufacturers would include this 

mixture in vaccines tailored for especially young children, but the military claims it’s true. 

After the FDA gifted Pfizer and Moderna permission to inject kids, and mass vaccination sites 

for children began springing up in liberal strongholds, the U.S. military started surreptitiously 

infiltrating these locations to collect vials for chemical analysis. But it wasn’t looking for 

scopolamine. In May, Real Raw News reported that White Hats found and destroyed a Moderna 

warehouse; vaccine ampules obtained from the warehouse had pesticides. 

―Big Pharma has hundreds of warehouses discretely hidden across the country. Finding them all 

was impossible. When we found pyrethroids in vials at the one spot, we knew it wasn’t an 

isolated incident. They wanted to poison children. Now it’s obvious the plot is deeper. I can’t say 

how exactly we got the tainted vaccines—we found them in New York and California.‖ 

He said White Hats had confiscated a dozen Moderna vials at a mass child vaccination site in 

Massapequa, New York, and more from a similar spot in San Bernadino, California. The vials 

were shipped to White Hat allies at U.S. Army Medical Research. Fifty percent had appreciable 

amounts of scopolamine. 

In San Bernadino, 25% of vaccines held significant quantities of the drug. 

―This is horrible information,‖ our source said. ―We really have no way of knowing how many 

kids have been injected with this shit.‖ 

The White Hats, he said, fear that scopolamine, when given to young, impressionable, malleable 

kids, will either outright kill them or coerce them into obeying orders. 

―We’re not talking here of infants, right. But if a five-year-old is dosed and told by a pedophile 

to take off his or her clothes—you get the picture? It’s possible thousands or tens or hundreds of 

thousands of kids may have been hit with this stuff. We don’t yet know the scope,‖ our source 

said. 

N. Underground Military Bases (DUMBS): https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/12911 

 Underground Military Bases in the United States, World Awakening: In America 

alone, there are more than 120 deep underground military bases under most major cities, 

U.S. Air Force bases, U.S. Naval bases, and U.S. Army bases, as well as under FEMA 

https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/12911


military training camps and DHS control centers. There are also many deep underground 

military bases under Canada. 

 Almost all of these bases are more than 2 miles underground and range from 10 to 30 

miles in diameter. They are basically large underground cities connected by high-speed 

maglev trains that reach speeds of up to 2,500 miles per hour. 

 There is a lot of hard evidence. The U.S. government through NSA, DOD, CIA, DIA, 

ATF, ONI, U.S. Army, U.S. Marine Corps, FEMA, and DHS has spent more than $12 

trillion to create a vast hidden infrastructure for the coming One World Government and 

other New World Religions over the last 40 years. 

 For example, under Denver International Airport is a military base Deep 

Underground that is more than 22 miles in diameter and extends 8 levels deep. It is 

no coincidence that the CIA moved the headquarters of its internal unit responsible for 

operations in the United States from Langley to Denver. 

 The government was obsessed with the idea of building this airport, although the budget 

ended up being grossly inflated. There were allegations of corruption, constant changes 

of construction companies, and mass layoffs of teams after their site was built, so "no" 

group had any idea what the airport was up to. 

 Inside you will find Masonic symbols and bizarre images of dead babies, burning cities, 

and women in coffins forming extensive frescoes. None of these are featured in the 

airport's website section, which details the unique artwork throughout the building. 

 DIA serves as a cover for the huge underground structures built there. There are 

reports of electronic/magnetic vibrations sickening some people and giving others 

headaches. There are several acres of fenced areas with barbed wire facing inward as if to 

keep someone/something inside, and small concrete racks resembling mini cooling 

towers rise from nowhere to ventilate the underground levels. 

 The underground structure has a depth of 88.3 square miles. In fact, this underground 

base consists of eight cities stacked on top of each other. These city-sized bases can 

accommodate millions upon millions of people, whether they are mind-controlled 

enslaved soldiers of the New World Order world army or innocent and enslaved ground 

dwellers from the cities of America and Canada. 

 There is a base in Dulce, New Mexico. Dulce is a small town in northern New Mexico, 

located at an elevation of 7000 feet on the Jicarilla Apache Indian Reservation. There is 

only one large motel and a few stores. This is not a resort town and there are no active 

activities. But Dulce has a deep, dark secret. The secret is hidden deep under the brush of 

the Mesa Arculet. 

 Purpose: research into functions related to the mind, genetic experiments, training 

in mind control and reprogramming. There are more than 3,000 video cameras 

installed throughout the complex, transmitting real-time information in high-security 

locations (entrances and exits). There are more than 100 secret exits in and around Dulce. 



Many are located near Arculeta Mesa, others south of Lake Dulce, and even to the east, 

such as Lindrith. The deep sections of the complex are connected to natural cave systems. 

 Level 1-Garage for road maintenance. 

 Level 2-Garage for trains, minibuses, tunneling machines and windshield maintenance. 

 Level 3-everyone is weighed naked, and then given the shape of a jumpsuit. A person's 

weight is recorded daily in a computer ID card. A medical exam and x-ray are required if 

the deposit is more than three dollars. 

 Level 4-Human research in the "paranormal" realms-mental telepathy, mind control, 

hypnosis, remote viewing, astral travel. 

 The technology is obviously here for you to learn how to manipulate the "bioplasmic 

body". Developing a laser weapon that can remotely cause burns and discomfort to the 

target. You can lower your heart rate using deep sleep "delta waves", cause a static 

discharge, and then reprogram it via the brain-computer link. 

 Security level 5 is tight. Armed guards patrol constantly, and in addition to weight-

sensitive areas, there are stations for taking hand and eye prints. There is a device that 

allows for the transfer of atoms. 

 Level 6 is privately called the "Hall of Nightmares." Here there are gene labs. 

Experiments on fish, seals, birds and mice that have changed significantly from their 

original form. 

 Greenbrier's facility in White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia, under the Greenbriar 

Resort. The Continuity of Government facility, designed to house the U.S. Congress 

since 1962. code-named Casper, is located on the territory of the renowned Greenbrier 

Resort. 

 The bunker is located under the West Virginia wing, which houses a full-service 

medical clinic. Construction of the facility, which began in 1959, required 2.5 years and 

50,000 tons of concrete. The reinforced concrete walls of the bunker, which is 20 feet 

below ground, are 2 feet thick. 

 The space includes separate rooms for the House and Senate and a more spacious 

room for joint sessions. They are located in the "exhibit hall" of the West Virginia 

Wing, where there are car and pedestrian entrances that can be quickly closed with anti-

explosion doors. They don't even hide it, and this is a tourist attraction. The underground 

warehouse was built for the needs of the hidden Congress - in fact, the hotel is an exact 

copy of the White House. 

 The underground space contains a Senate chamber, a House of Representatives and 

a huge hall for joint meetings. Although the hotel claims to conduct daily tours of the 

112,000-square-foot space, installation is still underway, and operators continue to work 

covertly inside the hotel. The secrecy of the property protected it from both public 

scrutiny and regulatory reevaluation. 



 Most Americans will not believe the American Holocaust will happen until they see 

it with their own eyes. Until then, it's just another weird conspiracy theory they can 

laugh at. But there is no laughing here. When this happens, it will be too late to stop it. 

 The US government has been secretly involved in building an army of loyal, 

brainwashed soldiers of the future. They will have cybernetic implants and microchips 

and fight all over the world, no questions asked, with full loyalty, without hesitation or 

fear. 

 These soldiers were created at Brookhaven National Laboratories BNL, National 

Ordinance Laboratories NOL, and Massachusetts Institute of Technology MIT and 

secretly turned over to the control and planning of the U.S. Department of Defense and 

NSA. Many of these soldiers are stationed at Deep Underground military bases, such as 

under Denver International Airport. 

 The above examples are just a few underground bases. In fact, there are thousands of 

them around the world. All this information was studied, and it required a lot of effort to 

compare them properly. There are many networks of magnetic-based subways that 

originate from these complexes and lead to other subway bases. All soldiers working in 

these bases have microchips and are under complete psychotronic mind control. 

 Of the missing "cardboard box people" that the FBI placed on milk cartons, some 

were taken to these underground bases for genetic experimentation, microchips, 

psychotronic mind control, and cybernetic implants to brainwash them as soldiers. 

 Hundreds of thousands of people, mainly children, go missing every year in 

America. The creation of a total global fascist police state by the Illuminati will happen 

unless we all wake up and see what is happening. I find it surprising that so many people 

around the world refuse to believe that there are millions of UNISF and UNMNTF troops 

in America. Under the Partnership for Peace program established by President Bill 

Clinton in early 1993, thousands of military personnel come to America every month. 

O. Must Watch Videos: 

Sun. 24 July: X22 Report: ―We’re Going To Take Back, Very Soon, Our Country‖! The World 

Is Watching! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

Sun. 24 July: Toronto Emergency Physician Reveals The #1 Health Issue He Is Seeing Now In 

People!! Says Doctors Suddenly Dying!! Sirens Constant!! Yes, He Mentions Zombies!! | 

Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

Sat. 23 July: Juan O' Savin: The End!! (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

Sat. 23 July: Walls Keep Closing In Around The Deep State! Trump Shares The Plan! We 

Never Notice! - On The Fringe | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/07/x22-report-were-going-to-take-back-very-soon-our-country-the-world-is-watching-must-video-3636263.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/07/x22-report-were-going-to-take-back-very-soon-our-country-the-world-is-watching-must-video-3636263.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/07/toronto-emergency-physician-what-is-the-1-health-issue-he-is-seeing-now-in-people-says-doctors-suddenly-dying-sirens-constant-yes-he-mentions-zombies-3777202.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/07/toronto-emergency-physician-what-is-the-1-health-issue-he-is-seeing-now-in-people-says-doctors-suddenly-dying-sirens-constant-yes-he-mentions-zombies-3777202.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/07/toronto-emergency-physician-what-is-the-1-health-issue-he-is-seeing-now-in-people-says-doctors-suddenly-dying-sirens-constant-yes-he-mentions-zombies-3777202.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/07/juan-o-savin-the-end-video-3777160.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/07/juan-o-savin-the-end-video-3777160.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/07/walls-keep-closing-in-around-the-deep-state-trump-shares-the-plan-we-never-notice-on-the-fringe-3636262.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2022/07/walls-keep-closing-in-around-the-deep-state-trump-shares-the-plan-we-never-notice-on-the-fringe-3636262.html


P. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill’s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4  

 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc’s CIA, 

Queen Elizabeth’s, Illuminati Banking families’ and Vatican’s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult 

on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by 

this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the 

process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored 

Republics of the world. It’s no wonder that President Trump has stated, ―These people are sick.‖ 

Q. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:  

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff’s offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.  

There’s certainly no help from US or other nation’s government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.  

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 

the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

R. The following have been set up to report Crimes Against Children and incidents of 

human trafficking, although I cannot verify as to the influence of Satanists within these 

organizations:  

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-

of-human-trafficking 

https://robertdavidsteele.com/dr-colin-ross/
https://robertdavidsteele.com/dr-colin-ross/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-of-human-trafficking?video=e56ba52a1b9d45ad8c8a033fd83fe480&jwsource=cl
https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-of-human-trafficking?video=e56ba52a1b9d45ad8c8a033fd83fe480&jwsource=cl


FBI Memphis (available 24 hours a day) (901) 747-4300  

Submit an anonymous tip tips.fbi.gov. 

National Human Trafficking Resources Center Hotline 1-(888)-373-7888. 

U.S. Immigration/ Customs Enforcement (ICE): https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form 

Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/ 

Called to Rescue 855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/ 

Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/   

Saving Innocence: https://savinginnocence.org 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end 

US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453 

USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline:  1-800-843-5678     

Contact Interpol:  https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL 

https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help 

Europol Tipline Tel.:  +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime 

EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-

hotlines_en 

Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers: 

https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers 

Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/ 

UK: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline BBC Action Line 

S. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form
https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/
http://www.calledtorescue.org/
https://ourrescue.org/
https://savinginnocence.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end
https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL
https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help
https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime
https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-hotlines_en
https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-hotlines_en
https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers
https://trafficking.help/us/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/actionline


Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

T. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate 

a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments. 

After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the 

exchange process for at least 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking that time to get my 

humanitarian project organized and going. 

This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you 

how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 24, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 23, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of July 22, 2022 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/23/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-23-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/22/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-july-21-2022-2/


Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 22, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of July 21, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 21, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 20, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 19, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of July 18, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 18, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 17, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of July 16, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of July 16, 2022 

https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/22/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-21-2022-2/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/21/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-july-21-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/21/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-21-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/20/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-20-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/19/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-19-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/18/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-july-18-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/17/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-17-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/16/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-july-16-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/07/16/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-16-2022/

